
A REVIEW OF THE SEVEN YEARS IN TIBET BY HEINRICH HARRER

Seven Years in Tibet book. Read reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Recounts how the author, an
Austrian, escaped from an English.

Advertisement He has a more complex face for me, now that I have seen the torturous journey from his
childhood. Annaud, production designer At Hoang, costume designer Enrico Sabbatini and cinematographer
Robert Fraisse deliver striking results. This material occupies the first half of the movie, and yet strictly
speaking it has nothing to do with it. I'll see you in four months! As it opens, we already understand or guess
much of what there is to know about Heinrich Harrer Brad Pitt , an Austrian obsessed by mountain climbing.
Why were the Dalai Lama's advisers willing to allow him to come under the influence of a foreigner? Never
one to accept fate, he tries severally to escape and reading his attempts at that is horrifyingly fascinating. But
the film does deal with one issue that has been publicized recently: The fact, unknown to the filmmakers when
they began, that Harrer had been a Nazi party member since  Let us take ourselves back to , at the start of the
Second World Wa r and make yourself a companion to Heinrich Harrer , a passionate mountain climber who
managed to scale the Eiger North Face wall as well as participate in many skiing Championships.
Transcending the religious and political bounds which would try to engulf the scenario, Seven Years in Tibet
is fundamentally a human account. He is fascinated by the strangers who have arrived in his kingdom, and
soon sends his mother to invite Harrer to visit. Heinrich records a number of events in Tibetan life-their
colourful ceremonies complete with giant butter statues , love for jewellery and their general ease with life
describing them as a happy, carefree people. The peaks and conditions, nomads and soldiers, who help or hurt
their cross-country trek come to life under his watchful eyes and attentive pen. War is about to break out, but
he is indifferent to it, and cold to his pregnant wife "Go--leave! Staggering into the Shangri-la kingdom in the
Tibetan plateau months later, suffering the long-term effects of altitude sickness as well as bone and nerve
issues, they hoped life would get better. Aufschnaiter, the guide, meets a local woman tailor Lhakpa Tsamchoe
and marries her, and we gather from soulful looks that Harrer would have liked to marry her himself, but the
Harrer character is not forthcoming. Harrer writes letters home to the son he never saw and receives only
rejection. He is made a salaried employee of the government and ultimately becomes a tutor of the Dalai Lama
himself. The film drags with them. The latter having spotted him with his telescope the Dalai Lama was
sequestered from contact with the local population and spent his time looking at people with his telescope. He
does walk for days on end and one must admire his courage and tenacity as he does all he can to avoid capture,
whilst having no change of clothes or access to good food so that within no time he is all rags and thin to the
bone but an expert at hiding and running. He walks for over 70 days before he reaches Lhasa , the capital of
Tibet , and it is a marvel reading his description of his first sight of it. The Chinese breathing down the neck of
Lhasa and Germans in the cross-hairs India, not to mention the ideological differences inherent to the
background of the people involved, the situation exudes tension, a tension that face to face communication
between Harrer and the Dali Lama diffuses with simple human interest. Brad Pitt plays him at two speeds:
Cold and forbidding at first, and then charming and boyish. As he travels on his mountain-climbing
expedition, he finds himself in India , and it being a British protectorate at the time and with Britain and
Germany being at wa r, he taken to a detention camp in Bombay. Sign up for our newsletter. A blue-eyed,
bottle-blond Brad Pitt, looking every inch the Aryan Adonis, stars as Harrer, who set out in to climb the killer
Nanga Parbat, in the Himalayas, wound up in a British POW camp and escaped to find solace in the forbidden
to foreigners Tibetan city of Lhasa. He stands on the parapet of his palace in Lhasa and surveys his domain
through a telescope. He teaches his hosts about ice skates, which the Tibetans believed were worn to cut meat.


